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An Improved Kernel K-Mean Cluster Method and Its
Application in Fault Diagnosis of Roller Bearing
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ABSTRACT
For the kernel K-mean cluster method is run in an implicit feature space, the initial and iterative cluster centers cannot
be defined explicitly. Against the deficiency of the initial cluster centers selected in the original space discretionarily in
the existing methods, this paper proposes a new method for ensuring the clustering center that virtual clustering centers
are defined in the feature space by the original classification as the initial cluster centers and the iteration clustering
centers are ensured by the further virtual classification. The improved method is used for fault diagnosis of roller bearing that achieves a good cluster and diagnosis result, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords: Improved Kernel K-Mean Cluster; Fault Diagnosis; Roller Bearing

1. Introduction
The kernel K-mean cluster method is a combination of
kernel method and K-mean method that the original
items are embedded into a vector space called the feature
space fist, and then K-mean cluster is performed in the
feature space [1-2]. The initial cluster centers have an
important influence on the cluster result. For example,
the cluster result would be different by choosing different
initial clusters, and there would obtain a local optimum
rather than global optimal cluster result if choosing improper initial cluster center [3,4]. For the kernel K-mean
cluster method is run in an implicit feature space, the
initial and iterative cluster centers cannot be defined explicitly. To address this issue, L. Zhang [5] proposed the
kernel clustering algorithm, in which the initial cluster
centers are given freely in the original space and the
iteration clustering centers are changed through transforming the kernel matrix to realize the algorithm iterative. This process is complicated and difficult to understand. R. Kong [6] adopted the kernel K-mean clustering,
in which the initial cluster centers are arbitrarily given in
the original space, and the iteration clustering centers are
obtained according to the previous classification results,
which choose every sample of every category as a clustering center respectively, to calculate the intra-class distance between the other sample points and the clustering
center, the iteration cluster centers are the point with the
mini- mum sum of distances. The paper combines the
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two perspectives and puts forward a new kernel K-mean
clustering algorithm execution method, which uses virtual initial classification to determine the initial kernel
clustering centers, and the iterative classification to determine the new virtual kernel clustering centers to ultimately achieve accurate clustering. The proposed method
is applied in the diagnosis of rolling bearing clustering to
verify the effectiveness of the method.

2. Kernel K-Mean Clustering Method
The K-mean clustering is an unsupervised learning algorithm proposed by J. MacQueen in 1967 and its core idea
is divided the sample set of X   x1 , x2 , , xn  into K
clustering, where the samples belong to the same calss
have the higher similarity and samples belong to different class have lower similarity [7]. Detailed processing
algorithm process is listed below:
1) The initial clustering center is to select k sample of
m1(1) , m2(1) , , mk(1)  k  n  discretionarily from n samples;
2) Calculate the distance from each sample to the clustering center in turn and then assign the sample to the
class of the minimum distance value, which represents
the most similar with the clustering center. According to
the approximation degree between the clustering center
and the other sample, a certain sample x can be classified
by the follow way:
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The sample x belongs to the clustering S j  which cor1
responds with the center mj  ;
3) After initial classification, calculate the k iteration
2
2
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clustering center m1  , m2  , , mk  . It is different from
the previous clustering center but will meet error sum of
squares criterion:
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where N j is the sample number of the class S j ;
4) Make a comparison with the previous iteration
h
h 1
clustering center, if mj   mj  switch to (2), otherwise switch to (5);
5) Output clustering results.
Girolam first puts forward the ideas that make kernel
method combine with clustering method. He believes
that the nonlinear mapping is smooth and continuous. In
the high dimensional space, sample in topology will remain the same struck with the original space, and when
the categorical distribution was not suprasphere or ellipsoid, the clustering algorithm based on kernel is still
valid.
Assume that nonlinear mapping  : R n  F , x    x  ,
mapping the sample x of original space R n to the high
dimensional feature space F, then in the feature space,
the sample for classification will become:
  x1  ,   x2  , ,  xn  . The formula (2) which represents error sum of squares criterion function change into
[8]:
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where k(x,x) was kernel function.
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3. The Improved Kernel K-Mean Clustering
Method
It can be found from formula (5) that, to calculate the
distance between arbitrary point in feature space and
kernel clustering center, it just need to know the original
space coordinates of all samples which represented by
kernel clustering center. The clustering center coordinates are always recessive in the original space or feature
space which is just an intermediate variable. If determine
the initial clustering center is equivalent to determine the
initial classification and the next clustering center is
equivalent to the new classification, so it can realize the
kernel clustering according to the process as follows:
1) Determining the clustering categories k  k  n  ;
2) Separating the sample set into k kind randomly;
3) Calculating the distance between each sample in
feature space and clustering center according to the formula (5), then it can get a new sorting while assign the
sample to the classes of the minimum distance;
4) Calculating the error sum of squares criterion function according to the formula (4), and judge whether criterion function is convergence or not, if it is not convergence, repeat the step 3), otherwise turn the step 5);
5) Outputting clustering results.
The process flow above is shown as in Figure 1.

j i , j 1

In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved kernel cluster method, the test of fault diagnosis of roller
bearing is developed.

4.1. The Vibration Collecting Experiments

   xi 

Nj

 k  x, x  

The distance between any two points and feature
space:

4. Case Study

Nj

the sample number of the jth class S j , so:
 2

45

The vibration collecting experiments were performed on
The Machinery Fault Simulator (MFS) from Spectra
Quest, Inc. shown in Figure 2. It can simulate most of
faults that commonly occur in rotating machinery, such
as misalignment, unbalance, resonance, rolling bearing
faults, gearbox faults, and so on. The simulator has a
range of operating speeds up to 6000 rpm. In this work,
the simulator is composed of a motor, a coupling, a testing rolling bearing fitted on the left of the shaft near the
motor, a working rolling bearing on the other side, a
bearing load and a shaft. The MFS provides a bearing
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ther Matlab operation.

Start

4.2. Feature Extraction
Determine the number
of clustering k

Divide into k classes
randomly

Choose kernel function
and kernel parameter

Calculate the distance between each
sample Φ(x) in feature space and
clustering center , then assigned to the
nearest class according to the formula (5)

Is criterion function is
convergence or not ?

N

Feature database 1: Time-domain statistical features of
rolling bearing.
Vibration signals of rolling bearing with four fault
models including normal, inner race defect, outer race
defect and ball defect are taken for analysis. A total of 12
time-domain statistical features (shown in Table 1) are
extracted from each vibration signal to constitute a fault
sample. One hundred and ten fault samples from each
model, total four hundred and forty samples are used to
constitute the feature library 1.
Feature database 2: Energy features of rolling bearing
in different frequency band based on 3-layer wavelet
packet decomposition.
The 3-layer wavelet packet decomposition is performed on the vibration signals of roller bearing with four
fault models. The different frequency branches are included in different layer of wavelet packet reconstructed
signal, and when decomposing different fault mode of
roller bearing, the reconstruction signals are different
with each other. The result of decomposition is shown
in Figure 3. The energy eigenvalue in each frequency

Y

Table 1. The time-domain statistical features.
Output clustering results

Feature

Equation
x

Mean
End

Figure 1. The process flow of the improved kernel K-mean
cluster method.
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Figure 2. Machinery fault simulator.

fault kit consisting of one inner race defect, one outer
race defect, one with ball defect, and one combination of
defects for performing experiments and studying bearing
fault diagnosis.
The shaft rotating speed was obtained by a laser speedometer. Acceleration signals were measured using the
Dewetron 16 channels data acquisition system and the
IMI 603C01 accelerometers with 10 kHz acquisition frequency rate. The data were stored in .mat format for furCopyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 3. The 3-layer wavelet packet decomposition of roller bearing with deferent defects.

branch is calculated to constitute the fault sample. One
hundred and ten fault samples from each model, total
four hundred and forty samples are used to constitute the
feature library 2.
Feature database 3: The first eight intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) energy features of rolling bearing based on
empirical mode decomposition (EMD).
The empirical mode decomposition is performed on
the vibration signals of roller bearing with four fault
models. The different frequency branch is included in
different intrinsic mode functions. When decomposing
different fault mode of roller bearing, the reconstruction
signals are different with each other. The result of decomposition is shown in Figure 4. The energy eigenvalue in each frequency branch is calculated to constitute
the fault sample. One hundred and ten fault samples from
each model, total four hundred and forty samples are
used to constitute the feature library 3.

4.3. State Recognition and Fault Diagnosis
The improved kernel K-mean cluster analysis is conducted to the feature database 1 (time-domain statistical
features of rolling bearing), the feature database 2 (energy features of rolling bearing in different frequency
band based on 3-layer wavelet packet decomposition)
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

and the feature database 3 (The first eight IMFs energy
features of rolling bearing based on EMD). Gaussian
kernel function is chosen and the kernel parameter σ is
100. A total of 10 experiments are conducted and average number is got. The results are shown in Table 2. It
can be seen from the table that the improved kernel Kmean clustering algorithm is better than kernel K-mean
clustering algorithm both in iterations and accuracy rate.

5. Conclusion
This paper studies on the kernel clustering methods.
Aiming at the present deficiency of kernel K-mean clustering methods, this paper presents an executing process
at kernel clustering method. The key of studying lies in
the initial kernel cluster center and the iteration kernel
clustering center. The case of roller bearing fault diagnosis indicated that the improved kernel K-mean clustering
algorithm is better than kernel K-mean clustering algorithm both in iterations and accuracy rate. This study has
significant instruction and reference value for the domain
of fault diagnosis.
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Figure 4. The empirical mode decomposition of roller bearing with deferent defects.
Table 2. A compare of different K-mean cluster methods.
Feature database 1
Feature database

Diagnostic
accuracy rate (%)

Iterations

Diagnostic
accuracy rate (%)

Iterations

Diagnostic
accuracy rate (%)

K-mean

38

92.56

42

93.87

38

91.43

Kernel K-mean

32

94.12

28

95.93

30

92.38

Improved kernel K-mean

28

95.38

24

96.12

28

94.23
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